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Louis

The frown in Louis's forehead took the size of a ravine.  With a fathomless depth.  How is that 

actually working out in Portugal?

Charles Groenhuijsen asked the former football coach.  At the table in the Op1 program.  Inquiring  

about the one and a half meter distance rule.

Contrary

Too many Dutch people seem to be lacking.  The prevailing social restrictions, tired of it or just out 

of casualness.  Anyway, food for behavioral scientists.  Easy, Louis replied, the Portuguese faithfully 

follows all government guidelines.  Without fail or grumble.  Meanwhile, he looked sternly at the 

camera.  As if he was in contact with Mark Rutte "live".

Doctor-virologist Anne Wensing (UMC Utrecht) sat opposite the football coach.  She stared in 

dismay at the served reportage.  Sparkled with disturbing film footage.  Recorded in Dutch 

shopping centers and parks.  Loaded with a shopping and cheerfully recreational crowd. Of course 

(too) close together. Typical stubborn.

I had to go shopping, Louis continued his speech.  At most two cars drove up to me.  I also ran into 

a few cyclists and walkers.  He closed his reaction imperturbably.  With a remark meant to put it into 
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I had to go shopping, Louis continued his speech.  At most two cars drove up to me.  I also ran into 

a few cyclists and walkers.  He closed his reaction imperturbably.  With a remark meant to put it into 

perspective.  "Well I don't live in a busy neighborhood.” With a happy glance, he looked back to 

the interviewer.

Impulse

Beautiful living in Quinta do Lago.   What am I saying, superchic.  Got to be football humor ... not in 

a busy neighborhood.  An above average euphemism.  The interview with Van Gaal brought me 

back to the old days.  Yes, yes, I realize it all too well.  Some of us who start talking about the 

past ... Coincidentally not so long ago.  Before that, deeper in the past, turned out quickly.  On the 

way when my long-term memory started to evoke remembrances. Back in time.

On a whim I turn off on the N125.  Obeying the sign that refers to Almancil.  In the village center 

driving over the "new" roundabout.  New to me, rather.  From my memory I dig up the lengthy 

traffic jam.  That you had to defuse.  To be able to turn left at snail's pace.  At the traffic lights that 

turned bright red most of the time.  Years back with one or more grandsons in the back seat.  

Sighing and puffing in the queue.  In the heat of the day.

Has it been so long?  The youngest sprout was probably still in the diapers, at the time.  Lost in 

thought I drive on.  As if I am guided by an autopilot.  Watch out at the intersection in a reflex. 

Beware of unexpected oncoming traffic.  Nowadays secured with a pre-sorting strip and the word 2



Has it been so long?  The youngest sprout was probably still in the diapers, at the time.  Lost in 

thought I drive on.  As if I am guided by an autopilot.  Watch out at the intersection in a reflex. 

Beware of unexpected oncoming traffic.  Nowadays secured with a pre-sorting strip and the word 

"STOP".  Almancil, has clearly progressed in the speed of the nations.  Furthermore, zooming down 

the access road.  Which will take you to this earthly paradise.

Enthusiasm

Listlessnes dominates in the prestigious "Quinta Shopping Mall".  Except for a few hasty people 

passing-by.  Parking is apparently free nowadays.  Because the payment terminals are covered.  

Lethargic shop assistants hanging in the doorways.  Scanning the environment for potential 

customers.  Shop to dispel boredom.  Unless you miss the readiness.  To spend hundreds of euros 

on luxury items.

A wave of enthusiasm washes across the room.  When I tell them about my trip to Quinta do Lago.

They remember a hundred stories about their early wise experiences.  Bombs in the pool.  Playing 

hide and seek with grandma Marion in the large garden.  Slices of bread they devoured, smeared 

with pesto.  Happy childhood memories grifted into their minds.  Cherished by the children's soul.  

Indelible, even now in their years of adolescence.  As expected, the inevitable question will follow.  

Did you drive past the house, grandpa?

Louis unperturbedly continues his explanation.  Portugal is surviving the crisis much better. Instead 

of neighbour Spain. The country quickly became aware of the seriousness of the situation.  The 3



Louis unperturbedly continues his explanation.  Portugal is surviving the crisis much better. Instead 

of neighbour Spain. The country quickly became aware of the seriousness of the situation.  The 

national character also lends a hand.  People are very docile.  The benches in the park are empty.  

No more seniors to be seen.  While they are used to going through the day.  Hardly any people or 

cars on the street.  Discipline!

Checking

Of course I didn't forget, I reply.  Three quarters over the last roundabout, turn left into the dead 

end.  Turn around and pass many roundabouts.  Back to Almancil on the approach route.  Nothing 

seems changed about the house.  The grass is still green.  Just like then, quietly located behind 

hole 6 of the San Lourenzo Golf Club. Near the Quinta-do-Lago lake.

Incidentally, not far away.  Where the retired national coach lives in a luxurious apartment.  With a 

view overlooking the pond.  He paid three million euros for it, according to the gossip press.  

Costing a few cents, but you get something for your money.

Living in a stylish complex with its own clubhouse and equipped with every possible and 

conceivable luxury.  Just let him slide, enjoying  a good wash inside and out. In that quiet 

"neighborhood", I thought.  With all ducks in a row. It was given to him, that Louis.
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"neighborhood", I thought.  With all ducks in a row. It was given to him, that Louis.
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